The right tools for teachers

WizTeach®, by Qwizdom®, a solution for educators that complements the use of eNo™ and all other PolyVision interactive whiteboards and slates.

Addressing a wide variety of learning needs across a spectrum of subjects, teachers can select as few or as many WizTeach tools to display on-screen at any one time. Annotate, draw and explain a concept while working directly inside your web browser or other software application; or alongside your existing interactive whiteboard software.

WizTeach offers interactive learning objects to enhance and develop your students’ learning experience. Engage students to help explain mathematical concepts using WizTeach Numbers Tools; show weather patterns and maps; reveal word roots and word formation with WizTeach Literary Tools; or play a learning game with WizTeach Games.

Features

- Sleek in design, easy to use, highly interactive teaching tools
- Can be used with your existing software, websites or any other third-party curriculum or content software
- Provides flexible, floating tools that can be used to save and store lessons or used spontaneously

WizTeach offers interactive learning objects to enhance and develop students’ learning experience.
included tools

**Drawing tools**
- Select arrow
- Undo
- Pen ten
- Line tools
- Eraser/delete
- Shapes tools
- Text
- Color settings
- Highlighter
- Spotlight feature
- Image bank > 500 images

**Video and Screen tools**
- Video device
  (input from any webcam/video device)
- Screen capture (region or screen)
- Screen recording
  (from video device or entire screen)
- Journal of saved images/recordings

**Literacy tools**
- Text tool
- Journal
- Word and sentence builder
- Punctuation tool
- Word vault – hide or reveal words
- Collect highlighting tool
- Mind map tool
- Word roots tool

**Number tools**
- Dynamic numbers with on-screen calculations
- Function machine
- Dynamic abacus
- Dynamic customizable number lines
- Fully customizable numbers grids
- Interactive fractions
- Calculator

**Graphic and data tools**
- Probability spinner
- Dice
- Tally
- Graphs with line, bar, column and pie charts

**Math games**
- Arithmetic game
- Speedy sums
- Math lines
- Number balls
- See-saw
- Memory
- Soduku
- Make 24

**Measurement tools**
- Ruler
- 180 and 360 degree protractors
- Compass tool (properties of circles)
- Conversion tool
- Analog and digital clock
- Calculators
- Stopwatch
- Tape measure

PolyVision is committed to move toward sustainability in all areas of environmental stewardship—to protect people, replenish natural resources, and restore the communities in which we work and live.
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